Field to Table Schools:
Back Pocket Activities to Keep
Your Students Having Fun
While They Learn!

FoodShare Toronto is a non-profit community food organization whose vision is Good Healthy Food
for All. Our programs include direct fresh produce access, school food and Food Literacy, community
cooking, growing, and urban agriculture, reaching over 155,000 children and adults every month
across the City of Toronto. Find out more at www.foodshare.net.

Buses:
This activity requires some moving around. Students need to get up and talk to
the rest of the group. Students have to form “buses” of people with common
preferences or ideas. For example, you could ask:
What’s your favourite kind of green vegetable?
What’s your favourite meal of the day?
Do you prefer sweet, savoury, salty, spicy, or sour?
Which do you eat most of: mashed, baked or fried potatoes?
Students need to find others ‘getting on the same bus’. These questions don’t
have to be food related either (e.g. favourite subject at school).

Recipe Jigsaw:
Take a simple recipe and print it out. Cut each step into a strip of paper so it’s
separated from the other steps. Have each student or pair of students take a
single recipe step. It’s now up to them to go around to the group and find their
place in the ‘recipe’. They should be standing in the correct order by the end and
perhaps even able to tell you what the final product is.

How much do you like….?
Firstly, set the scale. Mark the points out, for example, the chalkboard is “Strongly
Disagree” and the back wall is “Strongly Agree” with the middle being “Neutral”.
Ask the students a series of questions starting with “How much do you like…?”,
for example:
Fast Food
Fresh fruit and vegetables
Brussels Sprouts

Cooking with classmates

Pumpkin pie

Eating with others, etc.

This is a simple fun game to break the ice. You could talk about how common
some likes and dislikes are amongst students and how they can change the
more we try something, or, as we get older.

For older students, you could ask them more probing questions to fuel
discussion or debate, such as:
Cooking in the classroom should be part of the curriculum
Every student should know how to grocery shop on a budget for healthy
foods by the time they’re 15
If we learned more about food in school, nobody would go hungry, etc.

One word, several meanings:
This activity gets older students thinking about diﬀerent terms or definitions
related to food.
Start by distributing some blank sticky notes to each student, or perhaps they’d
prefer to be in groups for this activity (this would save paper too). Write the
topic/s of choice on the chalkboard or on some paper on the wall (with space in
between) so everyone can read them.
Examples:
Food

Comfort Food

Slow Food

Cooking

Fast Food Culture

Good, Healthy Food For All, etc.

Family Food Traditions
Have the students write something on each of the sticky notes relating to the
topics and what it means to them. It
can be a thought, a word, a story,
anything.
Ask students to bring their sticky
notes up to the front and stick them
under or around the topic it
corresponds to. Discuss what was
written.

Take What you Need:
Have a bowl of snacks ready for participants to pick from (ie. sliced apples,
sunflower seeds, raisins, dried fruit, berries).
Ask everyone to take as many as they think they need but hang on to them, not
eating them right away. Moving around the circle, tell the participants that for
every one snack they have they have to tell one fact about themselves (ie. three
raisins, three facts!)
If you have a mix of things in the bowl, like a mix of dried fruit, you can make
each item a diﬀerent category (write these on the board.) So if I took a handful
of dried fruit I might have to say a food I like for each raisin I have, or something I
like to cook for each apricot I have.

We’re Going to a Picnic:
Sitting in a circle, tell the students you’re all going along to a picnic. Pass a
kitchen utensil around to show when it’s their turn to speak.
When holding the object, students are to say their name and what they would
like to bring to the picnic (preferably food items, depending on their name). As
the facilitator, it’s up to you to decide if they can come to the picnic or not.
Without telling them, students need to figure out that the food they bring has to
begin with the same letter as their name. You can start the circle oﬀ (e.g. My
name is Brooke and I’d like to bring Bananas to the picnic).

Apple Turnover:
Students need to form teams and stand in a line behind one another. An apple
(or other fruit/veg) needs to be passed from the front of the team to the back,
first over the head, then under the legs, back over the head and so on.
Once the person at the back of the line receives the apple, they run to the front
and start over. Teams sit down once everyone has had a chance at being at the
front of the line.

Fruit and Veg Race:
Students form two rows, sitting facing each other with feet touching (i.e. directly
opposite another student). Give each pair (those with touching feet) a fruit
name. As the facilitator, you can yell out one of the fruits at any time.
When a pair hears their fruit called out, they need to hop over the other
students’ legs to the front of the rows, around the outside, and back through to
their original spot. They need to be careful not to step on anyone’s legs but also
to hop through everyone’s legs (i.e. they can’t just leap over two people in one
go). It’s a race between the pair to see who get’s back first.

Category-Go-Round:
Have the participants sit in a circle. Call out a category related to food:
vegetables, fruits, kitchen tools, types of dairy. Go around the circle and see how
many you can think of without repeating.
Another method is to use a ball and toss it around the group, when someone
catches the ball they say something from the category. If there are any repeats,
you can pick a new category. Also works as a fun way to review: what cooking
techniques did we learn today? What ingredients did we use?

Loco for Local:
Quiz students during workshop time. As you read recipes, ask whether the item
could have been grown in Ontario or not. Perhaps it is something grown in
Ontario, but in a diﬀerent season?
Tell students if you happen to know where that item came from and who grew
it. Pointing to, or marking the origin on a map would be even better.
This will help students to form deeper connections with their food.

Critics Choice:
Ask students to pretend to be food critics writing for a well-known publication. If
they had to describe the meal they were preparing/tasting, how would they do
it?
Brainstorm some good adjectives that students might use in their blurb. This is
also a great activity for teachers to facilitate after the workshop as a follow-on
activity.

Harvest Herb Kitchen:
(from the book, Shelburne Farms – Project Seasons)
Have bunches of fresh herbs in a row. Set up a “spice rack” or unlabeled dried
herbs nearby. Ask the students to smell both the fresh and dried herbs and
guess which are the same.
Talk about the smells of each herb. What does it remind them of? Are they very
similar or diﬀerent once dried? Which dishes can they think of that contain these
herbs?

Media Moguls:
Have students create posters, package labels, jingles or advertisements for what
ever you’ve prepared in your kitchen classroom that day. You can also do this for
single ingredients, which is especially useful for feature fruits or vegetables.
Try facilitating blind taste testing with an unusual fruit or vegetable, before
asking students to create an advertisement for what they just tasted - even if
they don’t know what it is!

